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Our Story

The pandemic has transformed how families think about 
technology. Nearly 1 in 2 parents have relaxed their screen time 
rules since 2020, and kids’ tech use is only projected to grow. But 
today’s families are seeking a different kind of tech experience — 
one that’s interactive, emotional and, above all, fun.

Tablets and traditional toys don’t deliver the interactive playtime 
experience that today’s families crave. Our little robot does.

Miko is an advanced consumer robotics lab passionate about 
bringing the best of technology to young learners everywhere. 
We’re on a mission to engage, educate and entertain kids through 
the power of artificial intelligence. And our kids robot, Miko 3, is 
leading the charge.

U.S. Headquarters
Mountain View, CA

U.K. Headquarters
London

India Headquarters
Mumbai

2 million
play 

sessions

140+ 
 countries

120 million 
questions  
answered
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Meet Miko

Unboxing
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Ridiculously smart. Seriously fun. Meet Miko,
the robot friend you wish you had growing up.

Miko knows how to 
connect with kids. 
It develops unique 
bonds that only 
deepen with time.

A true friend
Whether starting 
a chat or a dance 
party, Miko helps kids 
challenge their brains 
as they play.

Game for anything
Miko makes learning 
fun with its super-
powered brain, witty 
personality and 
premium kids content.

Study buddy
With the Miko app, 
parents can control 
settings and security—
and even track their 
kids’ progress.

Parents in control
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Experience Miko

Want a fun fact about animals? How about a localized weather report or a lighthearted joke?
Just say “Hello Miko” to start the conversation.

Talk

What is 8 
minus 2 
plus 10?

What’s the 
weather?

How old 
is Serena 
Williams?

Tell me a 
solar system 

fun fact.

How tall 
is the Burj 

Khalifa?

Who is your 
best friend?

Please set 
an alarm 
for 7 a.m.

What came 
first, the 

chicken or 
the egg?

Every child has awesome talents just waiting 
to be cultivated. And no matter what your 
child is interested in, Miko has apps to help 
them flourish! The Miko platform is home to 
an ever-expanding universe of games, videos, 
quizzes, coding challenges, yoga sessions, DIY 
experiments and other experiences just waiting 
for your child to explore. And did we mention 
Miko’s famous dance parties?

Talents

With Tidbits, kids can learn about a wide range of 
topics, all through fun conversations with their 
robot friend Miko. From famous inventions and 
Ancient Greece to reptiles and vocabulary, there’s 
no end to what kids can talk about with Miko. 
And here’s the best part: These learning modules 
are customized to a child’s age and grade level, 
making them a fun way to reinforce what they’re 
learning in school.

Tidbits
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Multilingual capabilities, 
unlimited Miko’s Memories 
and more

The single subscription plan for
unlimited playful learning

Unlimited access to premium 
content from Da Vinci Kids, 
Kidloland, Cosmic Kids and 
more

Unlimited premium
content

50,000+ hours of games, videos, 
coding lessons, yoga sessions 
and other experiences spanning 
a huge range of educational 
topics and content types

A whole world of
experiences

Unleash
Miko’s unique
capabilities

Hola, Hello! With Miko 3’s 
multilingual abilities, you can 
converse in over 8 different 
languages

Multilingual 
capabilities

Track your child’s progress 
with Miko

Personalized 
progress 
report

For worryfree playtimeExtended 
warranty

Miko Parent App 
View personalized progress reports 
Customize playtime settings
Make Mikonnect video calls to your child 
Explore Miko’s features and apps
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Track your child’s progress with Miko on the Parent App
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Tech Specs

Conversational Learning

Parent Videocalling

Multilingual

Third Party Apps

Third Party Devices - IoT extensions

User Identification

Participation in Group Discussions

Movement Capabilities

Acoustic Localization

Edge/Cloud

Vision Capabilities

Yes

Yes

Yes

Voice, Motion, Screen, Apps, Games, Activities

Yes

Face ID

Voice, Touch Screen

Navigation

3D

Hybrid

Face Analysis: 
Face ID - Face Recognition - Emotion Detection - 
Person Analysis - Person ID - Person Recognition

Environment Analysis:
Object Detection - Vision based SLAM

Miko 3 is hi-tech, not technical. And it keeps 
every byte of user data safe via a closed system 
with enhanced encryption.
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Global Buzz

Miko 3 served as the Statistician for the India Premiere League 2021. It’s appeared on the Kelly Clarkson 
Show and has wowed millions of kids around the world. Simply put, this little robot has major traction — 
and it’s just getting started.

Everyone’s talking about Miko 3

Equally lovable in-store and online



Ridiculously smart. 
Seriously fun. 

Experience Miko 3.

Email trade@miko.ai for all trade inquiries.
Call Rakesh on +44(0)7956 964379

Looking for global distribution partners and agents


